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MODIL Cryocooler Producibility Demonstration Project Results

Gilbert E. Cruz and R. Mark Franks

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Materials Fabrication Division, Livermore, CA 94551

ABSTRACT

Cryocoolers are essential components for many spacecraft. We summarize some spacecraft cryocooler requirements and
discuss out observations regarding Industry's current production capabilities of t.-ryocoolers. The results of the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) Spacecraft Fabrication and Test (SF&T) MODIL's Phase I producibility
demonstration project is presented.



1. INTRODUCTION

"Fne production of large quantities of spacecraft needed by SDIO will require a cultural change in design and pta:_duction
practices. Low rates production and the need for exceedingly high reliability has driven the industry to custom designed, hand
crafted, and exhaustively tested satellites. These factors have mitigated against employing design and manufacturing cost
reduction methods commonly used in tactical missile production.

Additional challenges to achieving production efficiencies are presented by the SDI spacecraft mission requirement. IR
sensor systems, for example, are comprised of subassemblies and components that require the design, man,f_,,,r,% ann
maintenance of ultra precision tolerances over challenging operational lifetimes. These IR sensors demand ,b;_ use of reliable,
closed loop, cryogenic refrigerators or active cryocoolers to meet stringent system acquisition and pointing requirements.
Although a stable production base exists for small tactical IR coolers, a domestic base for cry ocoole rs of the capacity and
durability required by SDI satellites does not currently exist. MODILs were established by USAF Lieutenant General
Abrahamson in response to his initiatives to mitigate risk and cost escalation of SDIO systems. He wanted to apply proven
accelerated approaches such as concurrent engineering to reduce production risks and costs for SDIO. MODILs have grown
from a concept to an essential part of the SDIO Producibility and Manufacturing Program, and are a coalition of government,
industry, and university participants working together to develop and demonstrate new production and automation processes

for current, emerging, and leapfrog product technologies in SDI enabling technology areas I. Through the integration of
production R&D efforts in non-proprietary locations, advanced processing and production technologies can be demonstrated
and transferred to industry more expediently and cost effectively than by current industrial practices.

MODILs have two salient objectives:

• Identify and implement high payoff producibility thrusts to reduce production risks and costs.
• Develop and transfer to industry emerging production and manufacturing technologies to achieve

"pre-planned" product improvements.

This paper describes the results of the LLNL MODIL Producibility Demonstration Project.

2. DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

2.1 Producibility issues

The salient cryocooler producibility issues are as follows:

• Develop and demonstrate space qualifiable cryocoolers. (This is the generic issue addre_,ed by the
MODIL.)

• Build a cryocooler that generates extremely low vibration. (This is a precision alignment and

component fabrication issue.)
• Achieve low weight, input power and volume. (These are critical design and performance parameters.)
• Attain low component and assembly contamination, which must be mitigated early in the system

assembly phase. (These are process procedure issues.)
• Achieve high quantity component and assembly producibility. (These are end-products of the MODIL

thrust area effort.)

• Obtain a high system reliability during operation. (This is an issue dependent on those precedhlg.)
• Readily and reliably integrate the cryocooler system with the spacecraft systems.

2.2 Demonstration project

Establishing and implementing a producibility plan, such as for cryocoolers, require a series of events to take place in order to
be successful, refer to section 2.2.1. Each aspect of the process demands close interaction and cooperative effort from
industry. A flow chart depicting _his "_rocess is shown in figure 1,



TI_ primary contractors were visited with the intent of reviewing and identifying the salient cryocooler producibility issues
that are inhibiting cryocooler production. Since the Standard Spacecraft Cryocooler (SSC) contracts were well underway, and
the Air Force and Phillips Laboratory needed to understand what they were receiving from the two contractors, the project
focused on producibility issues for the two SSC designs.
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Fig. 1 Interaction with Industry

The producibility demonstration project was designed to demonstrate the necessity for implementing concurrent engineering
techniques in the design and production of cryocoolers. Concurrently working production problems with the suppliers,
provide the catalyst that facilitates the technology transfer needed to enhance their production capability. By focusing the
effort on both the cryocooler developer's de.sigh and the supplier's manufacturing approaches, manufacturability can be
achieved in real time and disseminated throughout more of industry. The manufacturing supplier effort generates a more far-

reaching effect within industry than a single contractor.

2.2.1 Specifics of the producibility demonstration plan

• Agree on project component to produce (LLNL, prime contractor, supplier). The purpose is to solve a
common problem.

• LLNL Manufacturing Support Group forms a producibility team.
• Evaluate manufacturing supplier capabilities (LLNL Producibility Team) with contractor and supplier

personnel.
• Put contracts in piace with contractors to enable effort to continue at LLNL, the contractors, and at

contractor's manufacturing suppliers.
• Establish a production sequence (@ LLNL).
• Establish a process plan (@ LLNL).
• Implement the process plan (@ ILNL).
• Develop inspection techniques (@ LLNL).

(Implemented before establishing the production sequence)
• Validate the process (includes: inspection techniques, 4ata acquisitions, etc.)
• Establish production machine tool and inspection set ups.
• Implement a production run (includes: in-process inspection, data acquisition).
• Finish part production - 100% inspection (@ LLNL).
• Maintain the producibility team (for continuity) wheh moving to supplier facility.
• Supplier personnel acquire hands-on lead with LLNL personnel as consultants to them (@ supplier's).
• Work with suppliers to enhance their machines where applicable (@ supplier's).
• Develop and implement the producibility process (@ supplier's).
• Produce the end product:



I _,lJ ,i

- Process detail planning
- Process summary documentation
- Parts delivery
- Supplier capable of utilizing new technology __

• Hold project close-out meetings with contractors and suppliers.
_

Two components were selected for this demonstration project, (figure 2), both of which have the thin-to-thick wall interface
and close tolerance features, to assess producibility and develop a manufacturing plaa to be transferred to rbe participants.
Titanium and Inconel were the materials to be used for these items. Stainless steel was substituted for the Inconel wben

ttx:n'oughprocess development attempts did not result in the desired geometries from Inconel. F'mdings on the three materials,

Titanium, Inconel, and Stainless steel are reported 2. =

WJ_

Fig. 2 Titanium (L) and Inconel (R) Demonstration Project Components

3. PROJECT SUMMARY

= 3.1 Selection of resources

Tbe exacting nature of the demonstration components requires that skilled crafts' people be used throughout the entire.

operation. The importance of this "soft technology," tbe people involved, must not be underestimated. The team concept was
shown to be very effective in the development of processes and the manufacturing of the demonstration components. "l"ae
precision and accuracy of these componcnts rely on the thorough planning and deliberate execution of processes by skilled
individuals.

Machi_ry and tooling resources representative of those possessed by, or commercially available to, the participating vendors
were chosen in an attempt to develop processes that will be readily assimilated by the private sector. "l_e issue continues to
be the utilization of appropriate resources to assure accuracy and precision during production.

4



3.2 Machinery

Common C_C lathes and conventional lathes were used during the roughing operations of ali components.

Hardinge HLV-H 10 inch Toolmaker's Lathes were used during roughing and finishing operations.

Agietron Agiecut 200 and Charmille Robofill 600 wire EDM machines were used to finish the inner
features.

Trim-Sol, the coolant used by LLNL personnel for this project, contains chlorine; it is one of several
substances restricted in the manufacture of aerospace hardware. The aggressive project schedule and the
generic non-flight natures of the demonstration compopents were primary factors in this decision. New-
Lube, a registered trademark product, is one acceptable alternative.

3.3 Tooling

Tooling consists of "off-the-shelf" resources; the exception lacing the after market grinding of a high back
rake on the VC29 carbide inserts used for finishing the outer profiles of the Inconel and Stainless steel

components 3. The high back rake produces better chip flow characteristics resulting in less tool pressure on
the part. Stresses induced in the part are minirn_ed with this type of tool configuration, therefore, providing
a more geometrically stable component.

3.4 Measuring tools

Measuring tools available at LLNL were used to verify part sizes and geometric features. The function of
the primary inspection tool, the Bendix Indi-Ron roundness gage can be duplicated by commercially
available tools. The Federal Formscan Circular Geometry Gage and Rank Taylor Hobson's Talyrond 250
are commercially available for approximately $100K. The precision and accuracy requirements of the
demonstration components dictated the use of this type of inspection equipment.

Sheffield gaging was purchased and evaluated to determine the effect of the air pressure on the thin wall
components during inspection. Test results revealed air gaging as a viable option for the determination of
internal size. Air gaging exhibited no appreciable distortion of the part geometry when employed during
inspection.

A LaserMike brand micrometer was purchased for $6K. This inspection equipment provides a non-contact
method of measuring outer diameters in a precise manner. Potential human influence and variation are

negated with this tool, because the tool uses a laser light transmitter and receiver to establish size.

A Federal Surfanalyzer was adapted to determine straightness of some inner features for the tight tolerances
specified.

An OGP brand optical comparator was us_ to provide non-contact linear verification of outer features

4. DRAWINGS

The drawings (figure 3) presented in this section were used to produce the two parts for which the
manufacturing processes were developed. Both drawings are modifications of actual component drawings
provided by the two participating contractors.
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$. PROCESS

Technical details of the demonstration project are reported in the m,'mufacturing data section of the MODIL Cryocooler
Producibility Demonstration Project Results report2.

6. COSTS

MODIL Demonstration Projectcosts are presentedin a man-hours formatthat separatescosts for the development,
production and demonstration phases of the project(figure 4).
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Fig. 4 Hours/Component/PhaseComparison

"HaeInconel component machining development process did not reach the production phases. 'Inis is illustrated with only one
bar on tlx graph. Information detailing this development process3.

"l_e Stainless Steel component process development was achieved in major part by capitalizing on the information derived
from the Inconel component process development effort.

6.1 First Briefing to Industry

On September 23-24, 19933, an industry-wide briefing was hosted by SDIO's Spacecraft Fabricationand Test MOD1Lat
LLNL. The over 100 attendees representeda broad spectrum of aerospaceindustry involved in producing SDIO systems, as
well as many key representativesfrom SDIO programs(BE, GBI, BP, etc.). The briefing included numerouspresentations,
workingsub-sessions, and toursof MODILapplicable, potentially applicable, and showcase facilities.

The briefinghad two major objectives:

• To explain the objectives and progressof theSFkT MODILand
• To presentLLNL technology applied to currentMODILthrusts,as well as key technologyof potential

benefit to SDIO programs.



7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Through the contractor, supplier, and LLNL project summary meetings, many issues were raised that offered solutions to
producibility problems encountered within the design/manufacturing environment. The results of the producibility
demonstration project illustrated the need to consider and to implement changes in the current method of operation in the

production community.

Following are recommendations brought forth in our working interaction and meetings with the participating contractors,
their suppliers, and the LLNL producibility team:

• Ensure ali parties involved kn,ow what the project goals are and what is expected of the participants.
• Involve ali participants in the whole project (from beginning to end), solicit their ideas from the

beginning (engineering, manufacturing, QA, purchasing, etc.). Brainstorming is a must.
• Engineering staff should share floor time with machinist to better understand what is required to

provide parts.
• Ideas have to be readily accepted for consideration without personal bias.

• Teams assigned to the project are most efficient and cost effective when maintained as an entity
throughout the proJect.

• Evaluate every manufacturing option to optimize project end-product.
• LLNL is recommended as a resource for manufacturing technology available to U.S. industry.
o Minimize inspection by building robustness into parts and controlling the manufacturing process.

Spend the time needed in the design phase.
• Design reviews must include all parties to ensure the drawings are as correct as possible before parts are

manufactured. Pre-production design changes have a lesser financial impact.

The results of this demonstration project demonstrated that precision production issues can and need to be addressed early in
the design phase of any project; if they are, costs will be minimized and a better product will be produced. Concurrent
engineering practices do work!
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